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Abstract— This paper presents an improved controller for the
dual topology of the Unified Power Quality Conditioner (iUPQC)
extending its applicability in power quality compensation, as well
as in microgrid applications. By using this controller, beyond the
conventional UPQC power quality features including voltage
sag/swell compensation, the iUPQC will also provide reactive
power support to regulate not only the load-bus voltage, but also
the voltage at the grid-side bus. In other words, the iUPQC will
work as a STATCOM at the grid side, while providing also the
conventional UPQC compensations at the load or microgrid side.
Experimental results are provided to verify the new functionality
of the equipment.
Index Terms— iUPQC, Microgrids, Power quality,
STATCOM, Unified Power Quality Conditioner, UPQC
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I. INTRODUCTION

ERTAINLY, power-electronics devices have brought about
great technological improvements. However, the
increasing number of power-electronics driven loads used
generally in the industry has brought about uncommon powerquality problems. In contrast, power-electronics driven loads
generally require ideal sinusoidal supply voltage in order to
function properly, whereas they are the most responsible ones
for abnormal harmonic currents level in the distribution
system. In this scenario, devices that can mitigate these
drawbacks have been developed over the years. Some of the
solutions involve a flexible compensator, known as the
Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]
[6] [7] and the Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)
[8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13].
The power circuit of a UPQC consists of a combination of a
shunt active filter and a series active filter connected in a
back-to-back configuration. This combination allows the
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simultaneous compensation of the load current and the supply
voltage, so that the compensated current drawn from the grid
and the compensated supply voltage delivered to the load are
kept balanced and sinusoidal. The dual topology of the
Unified Power Quality Conditioner – the iUPQC – was
presented in [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19], where the shunt
active filter behaves as an ac-voltage source and the series one
as an ac-current source, both at the fundamental frequency.
This is a key point to better design the control gains, as well as
to optimize the LCL filter of the power converters, which
allows improving significantly the overall performance of the
compensator [20].
The Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) has
been used widely in transmission networks to regulate the
voltage by means of dynamic reactive-power compensation.
Nowadays, the STATCOM is largely used for voltage
regulation [9], while the UPQC and the iUPQC have been
selected as solution for more specific applications [21].
Moreover, these last ones are used only in particular cases,
where their relatively high costs are justified by the power
quality improvement it can provide, which would be
unfeasible by using conventional solutions. By joining the
extra functionality like a STATCOM in the iUPQC device, a
wider scenario of applications can be reached, particularly in
case of distributed generation in smart grids and as the
coupling device in grid-tied microgrids.
In [16], the performance of the iUPQC and the UPQC were
compared when working as unified power quality
conditioners. The main difference between these compensators
is the sort of source emulated by the series and shunt power
converters. In the UPQC approach, the series converter is
controlled as a non-sinusoidal voltage source and the shunt
one as a non-sinusoidal current source. Hence, in real time the
UPQC controller has to determine and synthesize accurately
the harmonic voltage and current to be compensated. On the
other hand, in the iUPQC approach the series converter
behaves as controlled, sinusoidal, current source and the shunt
converter as a controlled, sinusoidal, voltage source. This
means that it is not necessary to determine the harmonic
voltage and current to be compensated, since the harmonic
voltages appear naturally across the series current source and
the harmonic currents flow naturally into the shunt voltage
source.
In actual power converters, as the switching frequency
increases, the power rate capability is reduced. Therefore, the
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iU
UPQC offers bbetter solutionns if comparedd with the UP
PQC in
caase of highh-power appplications, siince the iU
UPQC
coompensating reeferences are pure sinusoiddal waveformss at the
fuundamental frrequency. Mooreover, the UPQC has higher
sw
witching lossess due its higheer switching frrequency.
This paper prroposes an im
mproved controoller which exxpands
the iUPQC funnctionalities. T
This improvedd version of iU
UPQC
coontroller incluudes all functiionalities of thhose previouss ones,
including the vooltage regulatiion at the loadd-side bus, annd now
g
bus, like a
prroviding also voltage regulation at the grid-side
ST
TATCOM to the grid. Expperimental resuults are provided to
vaalidate the new
w controller deesign.
This paper is organizedd in five seections. After this
introduction, inn section III, the iUPQ
QC applicabillity is
well as the novel featuree of the prooposed
exxplained as w
coontroller. Sectiion III presennts the proposeed controller aand an
annalysis of the ppower flow inn steady state.. Finally, sectiion IV
prrovides the experimentall results and section V the
coonclusions.

iUP
PQC controllerr to provide allso reactive poower support too the
bus A, beside alll those functiionalities of tthis equipmennt, as
N
that the modified iUP
PQC
pressented in [16] and [18]. Note
servves as an inteertie between buses A and B. Moreoverr, the
miccrogrid conneccted to the buss B could be a complex syystem
com
mprising distribbuted generatiion, energy management
m
syystem
andd other controol systems innvolving micrrogrid, as well as
PQC
smaart grid conceepts [22]. In ssummary, the modified iUP
can provide the foollowing functtionalities.
a) “smart” circuiit breaker as aan intertie bettween the gridd and
tthe microgrid;;
b) energy and power flow coontrol betweenn the grid andd the
m
microgrid (im
mposed by a tertiary conttrol layer forr the
m
microgrid);
c) rreactive poweer support at buus A of the poower system;
d) vvoltage/frequeency support aat bus B of thee microgrid;
e) hharmonic volttage and curreent isolation bbetween bus A and
bbus B (simulttaneous grid-vvoltage and looad-current acctivefiltering capabbility);
f) vvoltage and cuurrent imbalannce compensattion.

II. EQUIPMEN
NT APPLICABIL
LITY
UPQC
In order to cllarify the appllicability of thhe improved iU
coontroller, Fig. 1 depicts an electrical systtem with two buses
in spotlight, buus A and bus B.
B Bus A is a critical bus of the
poower system thhat supplies seensitive loads and serves ass point
off coupling of a microgrid. Bus B is a buus of the miccrogrid
whhere non-linear loads aare connectedd, which reequires
prremium-qualityy power suppply. The volttages at bus A and
buus B must bee regulated inn order to suupply properrly the
seensitive loads aand the non-liinear loads. Thhe effects caused by
the harmonic cuurrents drawn by the non-linnear loads shoould be
m
mitigated, avoidding harmonicc voltage propaagation to buss A.
The use of a STATCOM too guarantee thhe voltage reguulation
at bus A is not enough, becaause the harmoonic currents drawn
byy the non-lineaar loads are noot mitigated. O
On the other hhand, a
UP
PQC or an iUP
PQC betweenn bus A and buus B can comppensate
the harmonic cuurrents of the non-linear loaads and comppensate
the voltage at buus B, in termss of voltage haarmonics, unbalance
annd sag/swell. Neverthelesss, this is sttill not enouugh to
guuarantee the voltage
v
regulaation at bus A. Hence, to acchieve
alll the desired ggoals, a STAT
TCOM at bus A and a UPQ
QC (or
ann iUPQC) beetween bus A and B shoould be empployed.
Hoowever, the ccosts of this solution wouuld be unreasoonably
high.
An attractivee solution woould be the use of a moodified

Figg. 1: Example of applicability of iU
UPQC.

T
The functionallities (d) to (ff) listed abovee were extensiively
explained and veerified throughh simulations and experimeental
anallysis [14] [15]] [16] [17] [188], whereas thhe functionalitty (c)
com
mprises the oriiginal contribuution of the prresent work. F
Fig. 2
depicts in detailss the connecttions and meaasurements off the
iUP
PQC between bus
b A and buss B.
A
According to tthe conventionnal iUPQC coontroller, the sshunt
converter imposees a controlledd, sinusoidal voltage at buus B,
whiich correspondds to the abovve-mentionedd functionalityy (d).
As a result, the shunt conveerter has no further degreee of
freeedom in termss of compenssating active- or reactive-poower
variiables to expaand its functioonality. On thhe other handd, the
series converter oof a conventioonal iUPQC usses only an acctivepow
wer control variable, ̅ , in order to synthesizze a
funddamental, sinnusoidal currrent drawn from the buus A,
corrresponding to the active poower demandeed by bus B. IIf the
dc link
l
of the iU
UPQC has no large energy storage system
m or
evenn no energy soource, the conntrol variable ̅ also serves as
a an

Fig. 2:
2 The modified iUPQC configurattion.
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additional active-power reference to the series converter to
keep the energy inside the dc link of the iUPQC balanced. In
this case, the losses in the iUPQC and the active power
supplied by the shunt converter must be quickly compensated
in the form of an additional active power injected by the series
converter into the bus B.
The iUPQC can serve as (a) “smart” circuit breaker and as
(b) power flow controller between the grid and the microgrid
only if the compensating active- and reactive-power references
of the series converter can be set arbitrarily. In this case, it is
necessary to provide an energy source (or large energy
storage) associated to the dc link of the iUPQC.
The last degree of freedom is represented by a reactivepower control variable, , for the series converter of the
iUPQC. In this way, the iUPQC will provide reactive-power
compensation like a STATCOM to the bus A of the grid. As it
will be confirmed, this functionality can be added into the
controller without degrading all other functionalities of the
iUPQC.

their reference values.
The series converter synthesizes the current drawn from the
grid bus (bus A). In the original approach of iUPQC, this
current is calculated through the average active power
. The load
required by the loads, , plus the power
active power can be estimated by:

III. IMPROVED IUPQC CONTROLLER
 Main controller:
Fig. 2 depicts the iUPQC hardware and the measured units
of a three-phase three-wire system that are used in the
controller. Fig. 3 shows the proposed controller. The controller
inputs are the voltages at bus A and B, the current demanded
by bus B, iL, and the voltage vDC of the common dc link. The
outputs are the shunt-voltage reference and the series-current
reference to the PWM controllers. The voltage and current
PWM controllers can be as simple as those employed in [18],
or be improved further to better deal with voltage and current
imbalance and harmonics [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28].
Firstly, the simplified Clark transformation is applied to the
measured variables. As example of this transformation, the
grid voltage in αβ-reference frame can be calculated as:
V
V

_
_

1 1⁄2 V
0 √3⁄2 V

_
_

.

_

∙

_

_

∙

_

,

(2)

where _ , _ are the load currents, and
_ ,
_ are the
voltage references for the shunt converter. A low-pass filter is
used to obtain the average active power ( ).
The losses in the power converters and the circulating
power to provide energy balance inside the iUPQC are
calculated indirectly from the measurement of the dc-link
is determined
voltage. In other words, the power signal
by a proportional-integral controller (PI block in Fig. 3), by
comparing the measured dc voltage, VDC, with its reference
value.
The additional control loop to provide voltage regulation
like a STATCOM at the grid bus is represented by the control
in Fig. 3. This control signal is obtained
signal
through a PI controller, in which the input variable is the error
between the reference value and the actual aggregate voltage
of the grid bus, given by:
V

_

V

_

.

(1)

The shunt converter imposes the voltage at bus B. Thus, it
is necessary to synthesize sinusoidal voltages with nominal
amplitude and frequency. Consequently, the signals sent to the
PWM controller are the Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) outputs
with amplitude equal to 1 p.u.. There are many possible PLL
algorithms which could be used in this case, as verified in [29]
[30] [31] [32] [33].
In the original iUPQC approach as presented in [14], the
shunt-converter voltage reference can be either the PLL
outputs or the fundamental positive-sequence component,
, of the grid voltage (bus A in Fig. 2). The use of
in
the controller is useful to minimize the circulating power
through the series and shunt converters, under normal
operation, while the amplitude of the grid voltage is within an
acceptable range of magnitude. However, this is not the case
here, in the modified iUPQC controller, since now the grid
voltage will be also regulated by the modified iUPQC. In other
words, both buses will be regulated independently to track

Fig. 3: The novel iUPQC controller.
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The sum of the power siggnals
and
composses the
acctive-power coontrol variable for the seriies converter of the
iU
UPQC, ̅ , desccribed in sectiion II. Likewiise,
is the
reactive-power control variabble . Thus, thhe current refeerences
and
off the series connverter are determined by:

E
Equations (5) and (6) are derived from the constrainnt of
keepping unitary tthe power facctor at bus A. In this casee, the
currrent passing through the sseries converrter is responnsible
onlyy for supplyinng the load acttive power, that is, it is in pphase
(or counter-phasee) with the vooltages VA andd VB. Thus, (7)) can
be stated.
s
Conseqquently, the ccoherence of tthe power floow is
ensuured through ((8).
Iff a voltage sagg or swell occcurs,
aand
willl not
be zzero, and thus an inner-looop current (
) will apppear.
Thee series and shunt conveerters and the aforementiooned
circculating activee power (
flows insiide the equipm
ment.
It iis convenient to define thhe following sag/swell faactor.
Connsidering
aas the nominal voltage,

_

_
_

_

_

_

_

.

_

(4)

 Pow
wer flow in steaady state:
The following procedure, bbased on the aaverage powerr flow,
is useful for eestimating thee power ratinngs of the iU
UPQC
coonverters. For combined serries-shunt pow
wer conditioners, as
the UPQC annd the iUPQC, only the voltage sagg/swell
disturbance andd the power ffactor compennsation of thee load
prroduce a circculating averrage power tthrough the power
coonditioners [344], [35]. Accoording to Fig. 44, the compennsation
off a voltage sagg/swell disturbbance at bus B causes a poositiveseequence voltagge at the couupling-transfoormer V
0 ,
sinnce V
V . Moreover, V
and i in the couuplingtraansformer leadds to a circulating active ppower, P
, in the
iU
UPQC. Additiionally, the ccompensation of the load power
factor increasess the current supplied by tthe shunt converter.
UPQC acting like a
Thhe following analysis is vaalid for an iU
coonventional U
UPQC or incluuding the extraa-compensatioon like
aS
STATCOM.
wer will be ccalculated when the
Firstly, the ccirculating pow
iU
UPQC is opperating just like a connventional U
UPQC.
Affterward, thee equations will includee the STAT
TCOM
fuunctionality too the grid buus A. In bothh cases, it w
will be
asssumed that thhe iUPQC conntroller is ablee to force thee shunt
coonverter of thhe iUPQC too generate fuundamental vvoltage
alw
ways in phasee with the gridd voltage at buus A. For simpplicity,
the losses in thee iUPQC will be
b neglected.
For the first case, the folllowing averagge powers in steady
staate can be deteermined.
̅
(5)
;
(6)

;
0

;
;

(7)
(8)

whhere ̅ and
are the apparent and reacctive power innjected
in the bus A;
and
arre the active and reactive power
injjected in the bus B;
are the activve and
and
reactive power drained by tthe shunt connverter;
and
are the aactive and reacctive power suupplied by thee series
coonverter.

/

|

|

|

|

.

(9)

F
From (5) and considering thhat the voltagge at bus B is kept
reguulated,
, it follows tthat
√3 ∙

∙

/

∙

∙

√3 ∙

,

,

/

1

1

/

(10)
.

(11)

Thee circulating poower is given by
3

(12)

From
m (11) and (122) it follows thhat
3

1
3

,

/

1

/
/

(13)
.

(14)

T
Thus, (14) dem
monstrates thaat
depeends on the active
pow
wer of the loaad and the saag/swell voltagge disturbancee. In
ordeer to verify thhe effect on thhe power ratee of the seriess and
shunnt converters, a full load syystem ̅
²
² 1
withh power factor ranging from
m 0 to 1 was considered. Itt was
alsoo considered the sag/swell voltage distuurbance at buus A
rangging
from 0.5 tto 1.5. In thiss way, the poower
/
ratinng of the seriees and shunt converters
c
aree obtained throough
(6), (7), (8) and (114).
F
Fig. 5 depicts the apparent power of thee series and sshunt
pow
wer converterss. In these figuures, the
axis andd the
/
pow
wer factor (PF
F) axis are useed to evaluate the power floow in
the series and shunt powerr converters according to the
sagg/swell voltaage disturbaance and thhe load poower
connsumption, reespectively. T
The power fllow in the series
connverter indicattes that a high power is requuired in case of sag
volltage disturbannce with high active power lload consumpption.
In this situation, an increasedd
arisees and high rrated
wer converterrs are necesssary to ensuree the disturbbance
pow

Figg. 4: iUPQC Pow
wer flow in steady--state
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compensation. Moreover, in case of compensating sag/swell
voltage disturbance with high reactive power load
consumption, only the shunt converter has high power
decreases. It is important to highlight
demand, since
that, for each PF value, the amplitude of the apparent power is
the same for capacitive or inductive loads. In other words, Fig.
capacitive or inductive.
5 is the same for
If the iUPQC performs all original UPQC functionalities
together with the STATCOM functionality, the voltage at
bus A is also regulated with the same phase and magnitude,
V
V and then the positive sequence of the
that is, V
voltage at the coupling transformer is zero V
0 .
Thus, in steady state the power flow is determined by:

where
is the reactive power that provides voltage
regulation at bus A. Ideally, the STATCOM functionality
mitigates the inner-loop active power flow (
) and the
power flow in the series converter is zero. Consequently, if the
series converter is properly designed along with the coupling
transformer to synthesize the controlled currents
_ and
,
as
shown
in
Fig.
3,
then
a
lower
power
converter
can be
_
employed. Contrarily, the shunt converter still has to provide
the full reactive power of the load and also to drain the
reactive power injected by the series converter to regulate the
voltage at bus A.

̅

(15)

,
,
0

(17)

,
0

(16)

,

(18)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The improved iUPQC controller as shown in Fig. 3 was
verified in a 5 kVA prototype, which parameters are presented
in Table I. The controller was embedded in a fixed-point DSP
(TMS320F2812).
In order to verify all the power quality issues described in
this paper, the iUPQC was connected to a grid with a voltage
sag system, as depicted in Fig. 6. The voltage sag system was
) and a breaker
composed by an inductor ( ), a resistor (
(SSag). To cause a voltage sag at bus A, SSag is closed.
TABLE I
IUPQC PROTOTYPE PARAMETERS.
Parameter

Value

Voltage

220 V rms

Grid frequency

60 Hz

Power rate

5 kVA

DC-link voltage

450 V dc

DC-link capacitors

C = 9400 µF

Shunt converter passive filter

L = 750 µH
R = 3.7 Ω
C = 20.0 µF

Series converter passive filter

L = 1.0 mH
R = 7.5 Ω
C = 20.0 µF

Sampling frequency

19440 Hz

Switching frequency
PI controller (
PI controller (

Fig. 5: The apparent power of the series and shunt converters,
respectively.

9720 Hz
Kp = 4.0
Ki = 250.0
Kp = 0.5
Ki = 50.0

Fig. 6: iUPQC experimental scheme.
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Fig. 8: The iUPQC response at no load condition: a) grid voltages VA, b) load
voltages VB and c) grid currents.

At first, the source voltage regulation was tested with no
load connected to bus B. In this case, the iUPQC behaves as a
STATCOM and the breaker SSag is closed to cause the voltage
sag.
To verify the grid voltage regulation, the control of the
variable is enabled to compose the equation (4) at
instant t = 0s. In this experimental case,
10
and
7.5 Ω. Before the
variable is enabled, only
the dc link and the voltage at bus B are regulated, and there is
a voltage sag at bus A, as shown in Fig. 8. After t = 0s, the
iUPQC starts to draw reactive current from bus A, increasing
the voltage until its reference value. As can be seen in Fig. 8,
the load voltage at bus B is maintained regulated during all the
time, and the grid-voltage regulation of bus A has a fast
response.
Next experimental case was carried out to verify the iUPQC
performance during the connection of a non-linear load with
the iUPQC already in operation. The load is a three-phase
diode rectifier with a series RL load at the dc link (
45 Ω
and
22
) and the circuit breaker SSag is permanently
10
and a
15 Ω. In this way,
closed, with a
the voltage-sag disturbance is increased due to the load
connection. In Fig. 7 is possible to verify that the iUPQC is
able to regulate the voltages at both sides of the iUPQC,
simultaneously. Even after the load connection, at t = 0s, the
voltages are still regulated and the currents drawn from bus A
are almost sinusoidal. Hence, the iUPQC can perform all the
power-quality compensations as mentioned before, including
the grid-voltage regulation. It is important to highlight that the
grid-voltage regulation is also achieved by means of the
improved iUPQC controller as introduced in section III.
Finally, the same procedure was performed with the
connection of a two-phase diode rectifier in order to better
verify the mitigation of power quality issues. The diode

Fig. 7: The iUPQC transitory response during the connection of a three-phase
diode rectifier: a) load currents, b) grid currents, c) load voltages and d) grid
voltages.

rectifier has the same dc load (
45 Ω and
22
) and
10
and
15 Ω). Fig.
the same voltage sag (
9 depicts the transitory response of the load connection.
Despite the two-phase load currents, after the load connection
at t = 0s, the three-phase current drained from the grid has a
reduced unbalanced component. Likewise, the unbalance in
the voltage at bus A is negligible. Unfortunately, the voltage at
bus B has higher unbalance content. These components could
be mitigated if the shunt compensator works as an ideal
voltage source, i.e. if the filter inductor could be eliminated. In
this case, the unbalanced current of the load could be supplied
by the shunt converter and the voltage at the bus B could be
exactly the voltage synthesized by the shunt converter.
Therefore, without filter inductor there would be no unbalance
voltage drop in it and the voltage at bus B would remain
balanced. However, in a practical case, this inductor cannot be
eliminated, and an improved PWM control to compensate
voltage unbalances, as mentioned in section III, is necessary.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the improved iUPQC controller, the currents synthesized
by the series converter are determined by the average active
power of the load and the active power to provide the dc link
voltage regulation, together with an average reactive power to
regulate the grid-bus voltage. In this manner, besides all the
power-quality compensation features of a conventional UPQC
or an iUPQC, this improved controller also mimics a
STATCOM to the grid bus. This new feature enhances the
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Fig. 9: The iUPQC transitory response during the connection of a twophase diode rectifier: a) load currents, b) source currents, c) load
voltages and c) source voltages.

applicability of the iUPQC and provides new solutions in
future scenarios involving smart grids and microgrids,
including distributed generation and energy storage systems to
better deal with the inherent variability of renewable resources
such as solar and wind power.
Moreover, the improved iUPQC controller may justify the
costs and promotes the iUPQC applicability in power quality
issues of critical systems, where it is necessary not only an
iUPQC or a STATCOM, but both, simultaneously. Despite the
addition of one more power-quality compensation feature, the
grid-voltage regulation reduces the inner-loop circulating
power inside the iUPQC, which would allow lower power
rating for the series converter.
The experimental results verified the improved iUPQC
goals. The grid voltage regulation was achieved with no load,
as well as when supplying a three-phase non-linear load.
These results have demonstrated a suitable performance of
voltage regulation at both sides of the iUPQC, even while
compensating harmonic current and voltage imbalances.
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